
H2H3 RUN #428 – Saturday 4th January 2020 

 

Location: Royal Agriculture Project on the east side of the bypass  

Google Map Link:  https://goo.gl/maps/GjJ22HnuVap6SqJf9 

GPS Coordinates:  N 12.692272, E 99.905177 

 

Hares:  Paddy Whacker and Dimwit 

Hash Snacks:  No Name Pen 

Tax Collector:  Tinks 

Ice Man:  Mudman 

Hash Scribe:  Tinks 

 

NUMBER OF HASHERS: 63 

 

Pre-Hash & Briefing 

A return to the same location where Donkey Cock managed to fall and break an ankle.  The 

weather was pleasant and with JT with the beer truck and Old MacDonald confused as to 

actual car park location, I arrived and walked to the run site location with JT following in 

his truck and stopping from time to time to clear back car scratching thorn bushes.  As 

time got closer to start time the pack had increased to 60+ including 12 Virgins and 2 

visitors. 

 

The Hares, Paddy Whacker and Dimwit, were called in to brief the pack on the trails and 

potential hazards.  There were three trails, traditional Rambo, a long walk and a short 

walk.  Paper would be on the right and checks as per usual crossed sticks with paper.  No 

barbed wire, no cattle, no dogs but there are water buffalo.  With the pack suitably 

briefed they set off on trail. 

 

The Trail 

The trail headed west towards the bypass through trees and grass land and after 

approximately 1 km came to the first run/walk split.  Hare PW was on station to see the 

runners go right and the walkers go left.  The Rambo trail went over the hill a 30 metre 

climb and 25 metre decent over around 700 metres.  Meanwhile the Walkers skirted round 

the hill.  Apparently Cathusalem missed the split sign and did the hill section.  From the 

merge point the trail led to a check and then onto a three-way option where Hare Dimwit 

was in waiting.  The Rambo trail went right, the Long Walk straight on and the Short Walk 

to the left. 

 

The Rambo trail followed a dirt road before breaking left into the bush and very thorny 

it was too and eventually merging with the Long Walk trail.  The trail was well marked and 



covered 1.7 km before merging with the Short Walk trail.  It was on this stage that we 

encountered the Water Buffalo, some tethered others not.  One particular buffalo was a 

little aggressive and took a liking to the leading hashers, but nobody was hit but did have 

a close encounter.  Shortly after the merge point the trail went right, but as this was the 

road on route to the run start several hashers, I believe took the option to take a more 

direct route back to the car park.  The actual trail led down the road and then broke left 

into the bush and headed to the bypass and then left and back to the car park. 

 

Post Run & Circle 

I was one of the last back and with blood over both arms as a result of a thorn encounter 

on the second Rambo section. This was followed by concern by Hare Paddy Whacker as to 

where this had happened as they had cut back most of it so they thought.  I was suitably 

chastised by Legs Wide Open for attempting to get a cold beer before cleaning up.  Hash 

Quack (Lost Cause) came and assisted in my clean up with cold water to stem the bleeding.  

After a refreshing beer there was pressure from the pack to get the circle started also 

that those on motor bikes could make a getaway before it was too dark.  So, the circle 

was called, and the following Down Downs awarded: 

Pim, Peter, Herb, Lier:  Virgin Hashers and early leavers. 

Quick Micky, Lier:  New Shoes 

Paddy Whacker and Dimwit:  Hares a thumbs up from the pack for good trails and also tea 

potting. 



No Name Pen:  excellent snacks and for not forgetting to save some for GM 

Lars, Rolf, Natpapinee, Eat, MK, Aomx:  Virgin hashers and Pussy Peddler for tea potting. 

Quick Micky:  Registering with ID evidence to support date of birth 04/1/1939 to claim 

free run, only reason for turning up this week. 

69 Forever and Head Ballcock:  Celebration of 300th run. 

Dirty Dog from Bahrain, Seppo (Hashed in Africa):  Visitors 

Quick Micky, Karaoke, Queen, Blow Job:  Returners 

Legs Wide Open, Lost Cause, Paddy Whacker, Lucky Me, Slime:  The thorn critics, non 

sympathisers and the poor GM. For bloody arms 

Pussy Peddler:  The joker - the stone statues in Central Park 

Pussy Peddler:  Leaving back to UK to earn more money. 

Spook and Rubber Duck:  Next week’s Hares. 

 

On After 

The on after was at Pen’s Thai-Rish Restaurant located off Cha-Am beach.  However, PW 

didn’t expect many Hua Hiner’s to make it out to the restaurant, however 10 did and some 

of the Cha-Amer’s arrived later after a wash and brush-up. 

 

On On 

Tinks 


